DP WORLD IMPERSONATED IN A RECRUITING SCAM

Dubai, UAE : DP World, Ltd. (DP World) alerts job applicants and the public about a

fraudulent scheme in which DP World has been impersonated.
The scammers fraudulently:








Impersonate DP World;
Impersonate DP World employees;
Conduct “job interviews” via text message, telephone, e-mail, and/or instant
message (including Google Hangout) communications for work-from-home
positions;
“Hire” employees to join DP World;
Provide the “employees” with funds to buy home-office equipment and pay DP
World “vendors” via fraudulent checks and money orders; and
Instruct the “employees” via e-mail, text message, telephone, or instant message
to deposit the checks into their personal bank accounts and wire or cash transfer
some portion of the funds to “vendors,” which are actually the scammers.

DP World informs job applicants and the public that:









DP World is not expanding its operations in the United States in the next 3-6
months (as the scammers allege);
DP World’s operations in the United States are currently limited to Charlotte,
North Carolina and are not expanding to any other locations for the foreseeable
future;
DP World does not solicit potential employees via text message or instant
messaging;
DP World does not interview employees by text message, e-mail, or instant
messaging (including Google Hangouts);
DP World does not issue payment to its employees, prospective or otherwise, via
paper check or money order;
DP World does not require employees to buy their own office equipment or
personally pay vendors; and
The scammers have fraudulently used the name of DP World and its employees
without authority and for malicious purposes.

One of the red flags that distinguishes a false communication from a legitimate DP
World communication is the poor grammatical use of the English language, which is
apparent in conversations with the scammers. Another red flag is the method of
communication as DP World does not use commercially-available e-mail providers. No
legitimate DP World communication would come from a common, publicly-available
email service like Gmail, Hotmail, Yahoo Mail or Microsoft Outlook.
Further, false communications can also be identified by the tasks requested by the
scammers. DP World does not request that its employees pay vendors personally,
whether from their own funds or from funds provided by DP World. Likewise, DP World
would never ask an employee to cash a check or money order and then make a deposit
into a vendor’s account.
Contacted individuals should not respond to any communication regarding the scam,
and under no circumstances should any individual deposit any checks, money orders, or
other payments from the scammers into their bank accounts. If such funds are for
some reason deposited, no payments should be made from those funds for at least
seven (7) days after the funds are deposited to ensure the individual’s bank has
accepted the check, money order, or other payment.
DP World encourages potential employees to refer to its website and its “Careers”
section if they are seeking employment with DP World.
If you have any concerns about the authenticity of any correspondence or documents
that purport to be issued by DP World, you should direct your concerns to DP World at
HO.Recruitment@dpworld.com.
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